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About This Game

Welcome to Tricells

Tricells is a tranquil logic puzzle game and is the first game in the Geocells series. The aim of the game is to solve a series of
puzzles using clues and logic. No guessing required!

Tricells includes:

Logical puzzles that can be solved without guessing

Exotic puzzle designs

Clue assist tools for ease of gameplay, such as highlighting of relevant cells and disabling of completed clues

Optional objectives which offer additional challenge for veterans while allowing the game to be accessible to beginners

By Logic Puzzle Lovers… For Logic Puzzle Lovers…

Tricells was designed and developed by a small team of logic puzzle enthusiasts. If you enjoy logic puzzles, then this game was
designed for you!
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Title: Geocells Tricells
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Scott Chinchen, Georgie Chinchen
Publisher:
Scott Chinchen
Release Date: 17 Aug, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 or later

Processor: 1.6Ghz+

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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The game is pretty good. If you ever wanted to be evil in video games this is one to try out.. This is the only decent game in the
series and it is very good indeed. The others have ridiculously tight timers for a casual player - or offer the zero challenge no
timer option. Very sad as I purchased the set based on this one games excellence.. not worth it. This game whould be a whole
different experience if you could play against others online. :(. A very good game.. Not impressed - Here is a video of me not
being impressed: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=SuHdQT0K12w&t=84s. worst VR game ive played in weeks
touchpads for walking and looking around
gave me a headache and almost made me puke. Cheap way to make some FOBs.. it'd be a nice game

if it gave you ANY tutorial on how to fly the thing

considering theres a thousand controls
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Fun runner game with easy achievements! Recommended. :D. Not Bad Game. I purchased this for my children in hopes of
expanding their educational. Unfortunately, it turned out to be a buggy mess with horrible controls. Purchased on launch date, a
week, I was hoping the developers would have fixed the bugs by now. Joystick controllers will launch your character sideways,
frequent stuck in the walls and there isnt even a QUIT game option on the main menu!

Interesting concept if it was executed properly, but at this state, it's shovelware at it's finest.

Steam refund requested.. This game is really amazing In my opinion.

I highly recommended it.. Awesome Indie Game!

Graphics: 10/10
Controls: 9/10
Inventory/HUD: 9/10
Combat/RPG: 10/10
Story/Atmosphere: 10/10

Overall: 9.5 / 10. Fun game , light n fluffy cute. I've ambivalent feelings about this game. On the one hand, there were moments
that I greatly enjoyed. On the other, repetitiveness of some sequences as well as rather bad english translation made the whole
experience much worse.

What I like in this game?
From the very beginning I enjoyed graphic. Anime-like main female protagonist is really cute. Background, even if not as
detailed, has its own climat too.
I like most of the story. The story unfolds slowly and keeps the player in suspense almost to the end. It is also good that the
game has many different endings, some of which are really well hidden. It keeps player focused and interested.
Also, logical riddles that you have to solve throughout the game are nice, even if not really hard. It was probably my favourite
part of the whole story.

Despite my rather positive opinion, there are a few flaws.
First of all, most of the choice sequences are VERY unintuitive. This is even worse because of game's repetitiveness - especially
at the beginning. There were moments when I felt as if I was constantly looping through the same scene. At one point I just lost
count - how many actions did I take? - and then BOOM! - Bad Ending. It's annoying especially when every action seems to be
important if you want to reach a good end.
Also, player character is very hard to like. Not because I, as a player, have different point of view or moral system - sometimes
his actions and reactions are just senseless and plain stupid. This additionally hinders the game - sometimes I made the decision
that seemed to me the most reasonable, after which it turned out that the main character should do something completely
different, something that seemed completely wrong to me.
And last but not least - English translation. I know it is not general game's fault. Still, fact that some moments of translation are
pretty awkward (and bonuses at the very end are not translated at all) had some impact on my opinion.

Despite the defects I have mentioned, I generally recommend this game. It's addictive (though sometimes annoying), and the
plot twist at the end is quite interesting. I certainly would not put this game on top of the list of games that you have to play, but
it is still quite interesting.. Even though I've read all the reviews I still bought it when it was 0,45\u20ac.
Not worth it.

I hoped it would be like Age of Castles #1, but it's not!
Besides the fact that you can drop down your entire castle and people by losing a fight the computer says you are going to
completely win, there is no goal. You can move freely around the map without any purpose. I'm lvl 30 at the moment and still no
clou what the hell I'm supposed to do.

Trust me: don't buy it. Go het something else for your 0,45\u20ac cents.
. Blanco (Or At Least What I Have Played Of It So far)
Is a fantastic game That I wish I had found sooner
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Of Course It Is still early access so a few bugs are present (You Can Get As Many Cards you Want In any level if you keep
coming back to it) But Other Then That It Really Is a fun Game If You like 3D platformers like super mario 64 and the like.

but it is not just the gameplay oh No This game also has a Great Soundtrack. I would say all the music I have heard so far is
either amazing or incredible (The Exception being the clocktower level which I feel was lacking With Its music)

And The "Story" Is Good For What It Is, Your A cube person and all the other cube people go on adventures to find their
colour, And While Its Decided For most by their name (Someone named blue tries to find blue Someone Named red Etc)
Your father\/Caretaker\/TophatGuy Decideds to name you blanco, so you can decided what colour you want.

So Blanco Teleports to a forest circle and begins his amazing adventure to find his Colour Which I guess is the color Blanco
Which When I googled it seems to be white with a tad bit of gray.

The Game Also Has a shop but for now its semi barebones and also a card system where you collect cards and unlock stuff with
em

Also It Had some challenge to it as some of the platforming can be difficult (Personally I thought the enemies were pretty easy
to mess with except for the red bug guys)

All In All its a fantastic game so far And With its current price (3.29 But I got it on sale) How Can you not want blanco?
Of Course You Could not want blanco Or You Could leave a 5 dollar bill on the ground in a forest becuase those are on the
same level.

Personally Though I really Like games like this where even though it seems hardly anyone knows about it, in reality its a
fantastic game (Games Like David,Dark ball 2 Kharma) And I have to praise the maker And give him the best of luck to make
blanco even better then it already Is!. Abandoned.

Could've been great if they stuck around to fix the bugs instead of just giving up. Oh well...
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